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HOW TO DETERMINE YOUR BODY CHAIN SIZE

The best body chain size depends on your torso length as well on your waist size.

Selecting the right body chain size is of the utmost importance.  

The general size chart ranges from Small, Medium to Large according to body height.

Since the fit of body chains is also determined by personal taste and body weight, we would l ike 

you to sent us your body measurements, so we can customize your body chain accordingly and for 

perfect fit and comfort.

REQUESTED MEASUREMENTS *

 - HEIGHT

 - WAIST SIZE

 - HIP SIZE

 - NECK SIZE

 - TORSO LENGTH FROM COLLAR BONE TO NAVEL

BODY CHAIN SIZES

HEIGHT BODY CHAIN SIZE

FT CM  

5`0 - 5`3 152 - 161,54 SMALL

5`4 - 5`7 164,6 - 173,7 MEDIUM

5`8 and up 176,8 and up LARGE

*This guide is for reference only. NIVES cannot be held responsible for any errors that occur as a result of measuring your 

body.

BODY CHAIN SIZE GUIDE
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We will add some additional inches/cm to your natural measurements thus the body chain sits as 

designed and has a comfortable fit.

The body chain is supposed to look as shown on the images underneath.

In case you prefer the body chain to be different (e.g. you prefer the body chain to sit higher on 

your waist or you prefer it to start closer to your neck), we are also able to make adjustments on 

the design, e.g. adding a rosary part on the back or offering different gemstones. 

Please, get in contact with us in case you have special requests, write to customercare@nives.com.

 NECK: This measurement should be taken around the neck

 TORSO: This measurement should be from throat to navel.

 WAIST: This measurement is width of waist. The measurement 

      should be taken at navel height.

 HIPS: This measurement is width of hips. It should be

   measurement on the widest part of the hips. 

   (ca. 3 fingers under the navel)

IMPORTANT: Please measure twice for accuracy. 

          Measurements must be exact 

          (Please, do not add allowances).

BODY CHAIN MEASURING
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HOW TO PUT ON A BODY CHAIN

The easiest way to put on a body chain is to prepare the chain in the way it wil l be worn and slide 

it carefully over your head.

It sometimes takes some practice but after some trials it should be easy. In case you have 

someone to help you putting it on it is even easier.

NIVES BODY CHAIN FITS

NIVES BODY CHAIN No 1

NIVES BODY CHAIN No 2
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NIVES BODY CHAIN PATTERN

With NIVES body chains you are able to create a pattern, which is a nice effect for going out or a 

special event.

In order to create the rhombus effect with two body chains, wear two body chains together.

It is important to wear the second one upside down so the nice rhombus effect is created. Please 

also take a look at the graphics below:

Please be aware when creating this front side pattern that the back sides wil l double and therefore 

there wil l be two chains over one another and the effect is not as pure as when wearing only one 

body chain.

FOR ASSISTANCE WRITE TO customercare@nives.com

This guide is for reference only. NIVES cannot be held responsible for any errors that occur as a result of measuring your body 

or wearing a body chain.


